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Abstract. The article proposes a classification of photonic integrated circuits (PICs) for optical multiplication of vectors on matrices. According to this classification, such PIC can be divided into two groups. The first group combines multilayer photonic integrated circuits, in which active elements that perform multiplication are located in one layer, and optical waveguides for input and output signals are located in other layers. The second group covers planar PIC, in which active elements are placed in one layer together with optical waveguides. The article describes the construction, principles of operation of FIS of both groups and contains an analysis of their advantages and disadvantages.
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INTRODUCTION

Matrix-vector multiplication (MVM) is a key operation in artificial neural networks, integral transform and signal filtration [1-3]. In many cases it is applied software realization of MVM using personal and embedded computers. Sequential execution of processor command cannot reach high speed MVM. That is why it is widely used vector and tensor processors, multi core processor, multi core digital signal processor and multi core graphical processor for acceleration of MVM [4, 5, 6]. Nevertheless, such processors have disadvantages like limited speed of MVM, high price and large power consumption. They make difficult application of these processors in system, where high-speed signal processing and fast neural networks are necessary.

On the other side optical MVM techniques can realize high speed signal processing and fast neural networks. The most interesting MVM realization is one layer or multi-layer photonic integrated circuits (PIC) that combine high productivity of MVM calculations with small dimensions and relatively small power consumption. It makes optical MVM PIC one of perspective alternatives to multi core processors. Unfortunately, absence of classification of such PIC. The goal of this work is to propose classification that covers all principal groups of MVM PIC.
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1. MULTILAYER PHOTONIC INTEGRATED CIRCUITS FOR MVM

We propose to divide all MVM PIC into two groups. The first group contains PIC in which active elements that play the main role in MVM are placed between the layers of input and output optical waveguides. The second one joins PICs in which active elements are placed in the plane of optical waveguides. The typical PIC of the first group is the optical processor Enlight256 (Fig. 1) [7].

It has 256 analog electrical inputs and 256 analog output lines, but MVM is done optically. As a result, it multiplies a vector of 256 elements by a matrix of 256×256 in one step lasting 8 ns. This PIC has 256 laser sources modulated by the electrical inputs, the 256×256 matrix of liquid crystal spatial light modulators that specify the matrix coefficients and 256 photodetectors with micro lenses and the read out circuit for generation of the output electrical signals. In this PIC the role of active elements plays the liquid crystal cells that change its transmission coefficients according to matrix coefficients. It was the first serially manufactured MVM PIC but it hasn't get wide application. The advantage of Enlight256 is very fast MVM made in fully parallel mode. The disadvantage is high price, high complexity and limited accuracy of analog MVM. The matrix of liquid crystal spatial light modulators is the most expensive part of this PIC that reduces wide implementation of Enlight256 [8]. The other known design of optical MVM is based on a matrix of laser diodes with resonators, matrices of photodetectors integrated with an ADC, matrices of specialized masks of diffraction structures and a digital control device [9]. The input signal is formed by the control laser diodes that form the prime matrix and the vector. The result is read from photo receivers. Diffraction elements are used as an array of optical masks. As a result of the interference, the result of calculations of digit partial sums, transfers and multiplication results is formed. Due to the digital representation of values at the input of the system, an increase in processing time and some complication of post-processing of the result, the accuracy of calculations can be increased, the combination with digital electronic devices can be simplified, and it also makes it possible to process variable numbers. The result is read from the radiation intensity indicator. In this MVM the role of active elements plays the masks of diffraction structures that separate the input optical systems to the matrices of photodetectors according to matrix coefficients.

The interesting approach for optical MVM is application a combination of multiple diffraction elements with mirrors for reduction of PIC size [10] [11]. It consists of several amplitude- and phase-encoded planes and mirrors, which are necessary to change the direction of light propagation to reduce the volume of the system. First, the parameters of these planes are adjusted to change the amplitude and phase of the beam. The beam
diffraacts in free space and then falls on the first plane, then diffraacts in free space and falls on the plane, and so on. The final optical field is formed after the beam passes through all the planes, after which they are detected by the photodetector array. Formally, diffraction elements can provide optical MVM but, in reality, they are very sensitive to location relatively optical waveguides, to wavelength variations and they require some free space for propagation and diffraction of optical beams. That is why multilayer PIC with diffraction elements have not wide implementation.

The patent [13] proposes the following architecture for general-purpose matrix analog microprocessors and matrix memory for data processing based on optical MVM. The PIC includes a three-dimensional memory with read/write access to fragments containing a plurality of cells. Each fragment stores a matrix of data. Each memory cell has a photochrome that fluoresces under the influence of illumination, emitted by a light source, and a photo resistive element whose resistance depends on photochromic illumination. In this design the active elements are photochrome cells. The optical flux of these cells defines the matrix coefficients in this MVM PIC. This design is economical due to simple manufacture process, but it has low accuracy due to sufficient variation of amplitude of photochromic illumination and illumination of fluorescent material.

The authors suppose that the most perspective are multilayer PICs with matrices of modern electrochrome films [14] [15]. These thin films can change their transparence proportionally applied voltage and they can save their stage without electrical supply. It makes these films good material for active elements in MVM PICs. Technology of production of electrochrome films on glass is widely used for serial smart window manufacture [14] [15]. The advantages of such PIC are fast MVM, simple manufacture process and low price. The disadvantage is the small accuracy of analog MVM results, but it could be good enough for many applications in hardware realization of artificial neural networks and units for digital image processing.

2. PLANAR PHOTONIC INTEGRATED CIRCUITS FOR MVM

In this group MVM PICs have active elements placed in the plane of optical waveguides. The typical PICs of this group are ones with matrices of micro-ring resonators (MRRs) [16] [17]. They use wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) method for MVM - WDM-MVM (Figure 2). The input optical signals come to the MRR front module which works as narrow spectral filters, and it plays a role of MVM active element. This module forms one optical signal in one optical waveguide the collects optical signals with different wavelengths and the amplitudes corresponded to ones of the input signals. Other words, the unit performs modulation and multiplexing of input optical signal. Then one multiplexed signal is divided, and it comes to the next unit – a MRR matrix core. For given wavelengths these MMRs can change transmittance of optical signals according to corresponding matrix coefficients. This unit forms a set of output optical signals, each output signal has a definite wavelength, and its amplitude is proportional to multiplication of input signal amplitudes (vector) to matrix row coefficients defined by the transmittance for MRRs. Spectral transmittance can be changed by variation of optical path length in MMR, for example by changing refractive index or temperature. The PICs with MRRs have very interesting topology and they are supposed as one of the best solution for optical MVM [16] - [19].

Figure 2 – The scheme of WDM-MVM
The other PIC design applies the generator of the optical input signals made by a set of laser sources with different wavelengths, a WDM unit that multiplexes and divides laser radiation to form several optical signals with different waves. Then these signals pass through multi-channel modulator and come to MMR matrix core, where MRR transmittances are proportional to matrix coefficients [18]. The advantage of PICs with MRRs is the ability to perform parallel MVM or even matrix to matrix multiplication. But these PICs have sophisticated topology, sensitivity to any wavelength variation, complexity of the device for changing MMR transparency and in some cases they require laser sources with many different wavelengths. As a result, they have high prices, and high sensitivity to temperature variation. Nevertheless, such PIC are considered as most perspective planar device for optical MVM.

The planar MVM PIC with a matrix of light modulator is described in the patent [20]. Each light modulator changes the transmittance according to matrix coefficients. It is proposed to use electro-optical, acousto-optical or thermos-optical modulators. This PIC has a simple and economical planar design. It performs analog MVM that reduces MVM accuracy.

The alternative approach is application of Mach–Zehnder interferometer (MZI) method for MVM (MZI-MVM) (Fig. 3) [21]-[25]. These PICs have two-dimensional periodical structure with miniature MZIs in its nodes. Each MZI has two interference arms in the form of optical waveguides but in one arm it is present phase-shifted device. In most cases, this device is an optically active element that changes its refractive index depending on applied voltage. Thus, MZI becomes MVM active element. As a result, this unit introduces a definite phase shift in one interference arms, and it changes the transparent coefficient of miniature MZI. The matrices of MZI makes possible realization of analog or digital multiplication [21]-[24]. In some PIC diffractive optical elements may be used in combination with MZI to perform sequential MVMs necessary for realization of multi-layer neural networks [25]. In other PICs a combination of MRRs and MZI is used to perform fast MVM [19].

![Figure 3 — MZI-MVM method](image)

PICs with numerous MZI are widely used in optical communication systems. Like PICs with MRRs these PICs have high price and high sensitivity to temperature variation. In the case of digital MVM when each input vector element is presented by 8 – 32 binary optical inputs the MZI combination becomes extremely sophisticated. The complexity of PIC design and high price would limit wide application of PIC with big number of MZI.

Micro-electrical-mechanical systems (MEMS) like moving micro apertures, moving optical waveguide, or rotating or rotating micro mirrors could potentially be used in both MVM PIC groups as active elements for light modulation (Fig. 4) [26]. But complexity of production, high price and limited working time make difficult MEMS application in MVM PICs.
CONCLUSIONS

1. It is proposed the classification of MVM PICs on two groups. The first group contains PIC in which active elements that play the main role in MVM are placed between the layers of input and output optical waveguides. The second group includes PICs that have active elements placed in the plane of optical waveguides.

2. The biggest number of PIC performs analog MVM. In this case the MVM results is sensitive to variance of optical properties of active elements like liquid crystal cells, photochrome cells, MMRs etc. But fast MVM, compact and economical design and in some cases low power consumption open wide perspectives for MVM PIC application in sensors, robotics, drone controls and smart devices.

3. The authors suppose that the most perspective are multilayer MVM PICs with matrices of modern electro chrome films. The advantage of such PIC is fast MVM and low price due to simple and economical manufacture process. The disadvantage is the small accuracy of analog MVM results, but it could be good enough for many applications in hardware realization of artificial neural networks and units for digital image processing.
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